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Following publication of the original article [1], the 
authors reported that the below two corrections should 
be made in the original article.

1. The sentence “safe in pink, effective in blue and inva-
lid in green” in figure legend of Fig.  3c should be 
updated to “safe in pink, effective in green and inva-
lid in yellow”.

The full correct legend of Fig. 3 should read:
a Distribution of potential clinical applications of arte-

misinin and its derivatives. b Word cloud of research 
results on efficacy/safety for diseases (due to the exces-
sive number of studies on schistosomiasis control, the 
image is not shown in this figure). The graph was based 

on the frequency of clinical studies of artemisinin and 
its derivatives in the treatment of different diseases. c 
Research status on the efficacy and safety of artemisinin 
and its derivatives for potential clinical applications. The 
upper semicircle represents the research results, and the 
lower semicircle represents the field of disease. Different 
colors are used to distinguish the research results, that is, 
safe in pink, effective in green and invalid in yellow. The 
width of the string is based on the number of studies that 
have corresponding results in this field.

2. Author Dan Hu is removed from the author list due 
to personal issues.

The correct Author Contribution section should read:
YH conceived the research proposal and guided the 

overall study. YY, GL, YH and MX screened the litera-
ture, extracted research information and resolved the dis-
putes. YY and GL drafted the manuscript. MX and YH 
critically reviewed the manuscript. All authors read and 
approved the final manuscript.

The original article [1] has been updated.
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